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QUESTION 1

In general which part of the testing activity is most difficult to estimate? 

A. Test planning 

B. Test execution 

C. Test management 

D. Test design 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Comparing TMMi and TPI, which is not a valid reason for choosing either TPI or TMMi? 

A. If the scope of test performance improvement covers all test levels, TMMi is preferred since TPI focusses mainly on
black-box testing. 

B. If the organization is already applying CMMI, TMMi may be preferred since it has the same structure and uses the
same terminology. TMMi addresses management commitment very strongly and is therefore more suitable to support a
top-down improvement process. 

C. TPI is much more a bottom-up model that is suitable for addressing test topics for a specific (test) project. 

D. TMMi can only be used with the traditional V model,whereas TPI can be used with all types of software life cycles. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You have been given responsibility for the non-functional testing of a safety-critical monitoring and diagnostics package
in the medical area. 

Which of the following would you least expect to see addressed in the test plan? 

A. Availability 

B. Safety 

C. Portability 

D. Reliability 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

In addition to risk, identify TWO other components of a testing strategy. 

A. The entry and exit criteria for each test phase 

B. Test training needs for the project resources 

C. The test design techniques to be used 

D. Test performance indicators 

E. The test schedule 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following would you expect to see in the master test plan? 

A. A description of how the test cases are cross-referenced to requirements in the test management tool. 

B. A detailed identification of the resources that will carry out structural testing in the first iteration. 

C. The test approach that will be applied at system integration testing. 

D. A list of the names of the testers who will carry out the performance testing for the final iteration. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Regarding the process described above, what is the most important recommendation you would make using IEEE 1044
as a guide? 

A. No priority or severity assigned 

B. Incident numbering is manual rather than automated 

C. No mentioning of reproduceability 

D. No classification on type of incident 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

Which of the following is a valid drawback of independent testing? 

A. Developer and independent testing will overlap and waste resources. 

B. Developers loose the sense of responsibility and independent testers may become a bottleneck. 

C. Independent testers need extra education and always cost more. 

D. Independent testers will become a bottleneck and introduce problems in incident management. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Part of the testing strategy indicates that you are going to be using systematic test design techniques. Your manager
has asked that you present the main advantages of using these techniques at the next board meeting. 

Identify THREE main benefits of using systematic test design techniques within this company. 

A. Easier to quickly adapt testing to changing requirements compared to experienced- based testing 

B. Targets certain types of faults 

C. Will guide experienced testers to find defects 

D. Provides a way to differentiate depth of testing based on product risks by using different techniques 

E. More enhanced documentation and therefore higher repeatability and reproducibility 

F. Will make non-systematic testing redundant 

G. Will reduce the need for early reviews 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is a benefit of independent testing? 

A. Code cannot be released into production until independent testing is complete. 

B. Testing is isolated from development. 
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C. Independent testers find different defects and are unbiased. 

D. Developers do not have to take as much responsibility for quality. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Evaluate the status of the project against the defined exit criteria. 

Which of the following options shows the correct status? 

A. Criteria A = OK, criteria B = OK, criteria C = OK 

B. Criteria A = NOT OK, criteria B = NOT OK, criteria C = OK 

C. Criteria A = OK, criteria B = NOT OK, criteria C = NOT OK 

D. Criteria A = NOT OK, criteria B = NOT OK, criteria C = NOT OK 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Relying only on the information provided in the scenario, select the TWO items and/or features for which sufficient
information is available to proceed with test design. 

A. All supported credit cards 

B. Language localization 

C. Valid and invalid advances 

D. Usability 

E. Response time 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 12

During test process improvement it is recommended to use standards where possible. Standards originate from various
sources and they cover different subjects in relation to testing. 

Pick TWO sources of software standards, useful to software testing from the ones mentioned below. 
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A. ISO 9126-1 `Software engineering- Product quality Part 1: Quality model\\' is an international standard, that provides
a basis on which to define quality assurance solutions. 

B. ISA 4126-1 `Software engineering- Product quality Part 1: Quality model\\' is an international standard, that provides
a basis on which to define quality assurance solutions. 

C. BS-7925-2 `Software testing. Software component testing is a national standard used internationally. It covers a
number of testing techniques that may be useful both on component testing level and on system testing level. 

D. SY-395-01 `Standard for East Coast Hospital software\\' is a regional standard adapted from a national one. Besides
hospital software, this standard ought to be used also by other types of software system in the region. 

E. IEEE 829 `standard for software test documentation\\' is an international standard to be following mandatory by all
testing origination regardless of lifecycle models. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following is an example of testing as part of the requirements specification phase? 

A. A requirements review meeting 

B. A business analyst eliciting requirements 

C. Performing acceptance tests against requirements 

D. A test report showing requirements coverage 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Continuing with the Scenario described in the previous question, which of the following topics would you need to
address in detail in the master test plan? 

A. An approach to regression testing 

B. A list of boundary values for "advance amount" 

C. A description of dependencies between test cases 

D. A logical collection of test cases 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 15

As a result of the RAD based development approach, the test manager has decided to change the risk mitigation
approach. 

Which test technique might be most appropriate to use? 

A. Decision Table Testing 

B. Boundary Value Analysis 

C. Error Guessing 

D. Exploratory Testing 

Correct Answer: D 
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